Special New Toothbrush Uses Negative Electrons to kill bacteria, reduce plaque and leave a SUPER CLEAN MOUTH!! Fights Gum Disease Too!!

Not an electric toothbrush......it’s much better, with no moving parts, and at a fraction of the price!!

A remarkable new invention from Japan is now revolutionizing dental care. Called the SOLADEY-2, it has been patented worldwide by a Japanese scientist, and tested and proven effective at universities in several countries. The SOLADEY-2 helps prevent plaque, gum disease and cavities, leaving your mouth feeling ultra fresh. Already, millions of these amazing toothbrushes are in use in Japan, Europe, Canada and the U.S., and receiving rave reviews.

The SOLADEY-2 looks like an ordinary toothbrush. But there the difference ends. A small rod, made of Titanium Dioxide is incorporated into the handle. When exposed to a light source, such as the bathroom or sunlight, this special rod releases negatively charged electrons, which combine with the positive ions in your saliva. The process is totally safe, and the results are amazing!! Harmful bacteria is zapped, and plaque is reduced or eliminated, leaving a super clean mouth. Gum disease and cavity worries are gone too. Keep reading for the exciting details.

And here's something else about this dental health breakthrough: Little or no toothpaste is required, yet the result is sweet smelling breath and sparkling teeth!

Sometimes new inventions are way overpriced. But the SOLADEY-2 is not expensive, and will